
Multicloud Data Storage 
for Legal Organizations
Protect your most sensitive data and optimize 
infrastructure usage while reducing storage costs.
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Litigate More Efficiently and Minimize Costs, With a Storage Solution Designed with 
Security and Privacy in Mind



Reduce IT Costs And Ensure Regulatory Compliance With Vawlt



Whether in court or client meetings, legal professionals are constantly battling. Law firms need to stay ahead of the game in this 
competitive environment while controlling their costs. Unfortunately, this battle is increasingly challenging to win: with greater project 
complexity and the need to keep ever-increasing amounts of signed contracts, case files, and electronic pieces of evidence, growing 
storage requirements become evident. 



Cyber-attacks have grown significantly, which puts business continuity at stake. In case of any incident, law firms need to ensure their 
data is available and endeavor to take all measures possible to avoid it being lost or compromised. Therefore, data availability and fast 
recovery are crucial topics.



Data privacy is also a key element to consider in legal proceedings. To ensure compliance with data protection regulations such as the 
GDPR, law firms must seek solutions that prevent data from being accessed by third parties, even if they work with multiple vendors. 
Avoiding leaks of important cases becomes imperative in such organizations.



These data storage challenges always add considerable costs for legal organizations' IT departments. For many companies, regardless 
of their size, digital transformation to a cloud environment has been a critical aspect in their modernization, helping them streamline 
their storage management and control costs. In the same way, cloud solutions must ensure security and complete data privacy while 
guaranteeing business resiliency.



Vawlt is a data storage solution in a multicloud environment that allows cost control and ensures data security and privacy. Its cloud-
of-clouds concept brings legal organizations a simplification in their IT operations, a reinforcement in security and resilience standards, 
and storage cost optimization.


Document Management 
System (DMS) Backup


Immutable Data Storage Storage Optimization

Long-term Archiving




Keep a backup copy of your favorite Document 
Management System and ensure that your files are 
available in the event of a service interruption.




Archive inactive case files and electronic evidence to a 
multicloud solution designed to be fully secure and private, 
ensuring compliance with GDPR.





Add immutability to your data protection strategy and 
protect your legal documents and file shares from 
ransomware on any created volume.





Is your local storage solution running short on space? 
Release some pressure on your infrastructure by moving 
less-accessed data to a cost-effective multicloud solution.
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Solution Sheet For 
Legal Organizations

The Vawlt Solution for Legal Organizations



Vawlt's Dynamic Storage Platform enables the creation of virtual volumes tailored to the needs of any legal organization, allowing it to 
address a wide range of data management and storage challenges. With Vawlt, law firms can increase efficiency in their operation and 
control costs without compromising the security and privacy of their data.



With Vawlt, you can choose the cloud providers you want to work with and the geographic locations where your data is stored. By 
selecting multiple providers, you can keep your company's options open, avoid vendor lock-in, and ensure business continuity. In 
addition, Vawlt provides cloud-scale fault tolerance, meaning that you can keep working on your files even if one of the clouds is 
unavailable or has been compromised. Business as usual!



All data is encrypted on the client-side, separated into segments, and distributed across multiple clouds simultaneously, creating a 
cloud-of-clouds solution. In addition, the zero-knowledge end-to-end encryption guarantees that only you have access to the data 
content. 


Use Case Backup
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Backup for PCs, Server, NAS, etc



Backup for Document Management 
Systems (DMS)



Offsite backup protection, Location 
redundancy 

Use Case Immutable Storage


Virtual volumes which actively block 
file edition



Additional ransomware protection



Shield legal documents and file 
shares

Use Case Freeing Up Resources


Immutable

Archival

Immutable

Warm

Freeing up resources Off-Site


Storage Signed contracts, static 
documents, non-

editable data


Long-term archive 
- 10/15 years


Tape replacement


Reduces the need for additional 
investments (HDD, Servers, 
maintenance, etc)



Prevents data loss in disasters at the 
client's premises (flood, fire, theft, 
etc)



Enables a very quick disaster 
recovery (depending only on 
internet access)
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